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Cucusoft DVD to PSP Converter (DVD Ripper Included) is the easiest-to-use and fastest
DVD to PSP converter software for Sony PSP Movie and PSP Video. It can convert almost all
kinds of DVD to PSP Movie / PSP Video format. It is also a powerful DVD to PSP converter
due to the conversion speed is far faster than real-time. And the output PSP movie/video
supports PSP screen, you can enjoy your favorite DVD on your PSP as a portable DVD
Player. Now you can get this DVD to PSP Converter at a very competitive price!

Key  Features

The latest version includes three running modes, the first is "Direct Mode", the
second is "Batch Mode" and the last one is  "1 Click Mode"

--"Direct Mode" means that user can directly click the DVD Menu to select the movie they
want to rip. This mode is very easy for ripping a movie DVD's.
--"Batch Mode" means that user can select the DVD titles/chapters they want to rip via
checkbox list. This mode is very easy for batch ripping Music DVD's, MTV DVD's and
Episodic DVD's.
--"1 Click Mode" means that user just clicks 1 click to open a DVD, then the rest task will be
done automatically. This mode is designed for dummies. 

Support almost all kinds of DVD to PSP Movie / PSP Video format (MP4 format)
Support MPEG-4, H.264/PSP AVC encoding and decoding
Support customize output video file size and video quality.
Support for Subtitle Selection through DVD menu, eg. English Subtitle, French
Subtitle ....
Support for Audio Track Selection through DVD menu, eg. English audio track, French
audio track.....
Various kinds of video crop mode. eg. 16:9, 4:3, full screen and so on.
Support splitting output video by DVD chapters
Support DVD to MP3 audio conversion.
Support customize output video file size and video quality.
Support Dolby, DTS Surround audio track.
Include PSP Video Manager. (help you upload videos to PSP)

Software requirements:

Windows 9x, Windows 2000, Windows NT, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows
2003 Server, Windows 7, etc.
DirectX 8.0 or later.
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Hardware requirements:

MMX-enhanced CPU or more powerful
32 MB RAM or more
Any VGA card
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